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§ 5. Differences between Ballooning and
Interchange Modes
Since = -f· V P - rp(v· 0, for incompress-
ible perturbations, the perturbed pressure is con-
stant along the perturbed field lines throuth the
1st order:
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CB+ V(P+ bP) = 0.
As Mercier unstable MHD equilibrium ap-
proaches the marginal stable state, namely
Mercier criterion, the ballooning modes change
into interchange modes. In this process, the
growth rate of the unstable modes may become
significantly small. Thus, around the marginal
stable state, the role of the fluid compression term
becomes quite important.
ballooning interchange
local bP along B uniform P along B
incompressibility by incompressibility by
local parallel flow uniform parallel flow
sound waves sound waves
local excitation uniform excitation
parallel flows parallel flows
small large
growth rate growth rate
large small
13 .V([· V'l/J) rf °
B· rf 0, local bP
by strong mode coupling
13 .V([· V'l/J) rv 0
B· VbP rv 0, uniform bP
by weak mode coupling
ballooning
interchange
are categolized as
When the lines of force are ergodic over a surface,
fluid can flow so that the perturbed pressure is
constant over the whole perturbed surface. Near
the rational surfaces, the parallel flow must be
very large if the fluid is to move over the entire
surface. If such a large flow is necessary for the
instability, associated inertia effects will cause the
growth rate to vanish in the limit as the lines ap-
proach closure.
Judging from above discussion, properties of
pressure-driven perturbations satisfying
V . [ rv ° =} (B + bB) . V(P + bP) rv 0,
where Vs = virP / Pm is the sound speed. Thus,
the relation
does not express the sound wave correctly, but
the relation
expresses the sound wave. Consequently,
pressible perturbations usually excite the sound
waves expressed mainly by in order to satisfy
the condition V . [ = 0.
In the variational form of ideal MHD instabili-
ties, the potential energy has three non-negative
terms, which mainly correspond to the excitation
of shear Alfven waves, fast magnetosonic waves,
and slow magnetosonic waves: ! 1drIQl-1 2 ,
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For unstable perturbations, firstly one of
two components of & is adjusted in order for
terms expressing fast magnetosonic waves to be
vanishingly small, and secondary may be so
adjusted that the term expressing slow magne-
tosonic waves becomes vary small. As a result
of it, unstable perturbations show incompressible
properties: V· [ rv 0.
As is clear from the dispersion relation of the
sound wave in a homogenous slab plasma, for
kll « k = Jki + kn and f3 « 1, namely,
w2 = (k
11
vs )2, the variational form the sound
wave is
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